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The Novice
Driver’s
Road Map

An 8-step guide for parents

Practice…

The key to a teen
driver’s education

The Novice Driver’s Road Map® was introduced in 1998, revised in
2011 and converted to the electronic edition in 2014. Adobe Reader
(free download) is required for eNDRM viewing and interactivity.
Developed and reviewed by a team of experts and tested by teens and
parents, The Novice Driver’s Road Map® includes an easy-to-follow
practice guide that addresses the findings of recent research on teen
driving crashes and provides guidance on the challenges of today’s
driving environment. A Coach’s Game Book™ is included with tips on
how to be a good role model and establishing rules and other vital
information on the learning-to-drive process.
The Network of Employers for Traffic Safety is a public-private nonprofit organization dedicated to road safety. It provides traffic safety
programs and services to employers, employees, their families and to
the communities where the employees live and work.

www.trafficsafety.org

INTRODUCTION
Practice. . .

The Key to a Teen Driver’s Education
Driving is a skill and like playing basketball or the piano, it requires practice to do it well. The average
road time in public and private driver education is about ten hours and seldom includes driving at
night, in bad weather, work zones, or heavy traffic.
The Novice Driver's Road Map® (NDRM) is a series of eight practice drives that become progressively
more difficult and gradually expose the driver to more complex driving situations. Each practice drive
includes a unique checklist of tasks and practice skills.
The eight tips in The Coach’s Game Book™ will prepare adult coaches to supervise their novice
driver’s practice time. It is recommended you read the Coach’s Game Book™ prior to proceeding to the
NDRM.

The Coach’s
Game Book™
tips for practice drives
with a novice driver
#1 SELECTING A DRIVING SCHOOL +
#2 CHOOSING A DRIVING COACH +
#3 KNOWING THE GAME RULES +
#4 GUIDANCE FOR STRATEGIC COACHING +
#5 CONDITIONING YOUR PLAYER +
#6 PREPARING FOR COACHING CHALLENGES +
#7 PROTECTING YOUR PLAYER +
#8 GAME DAY AND TEAM BUILDING +
PARENT-TEEN AGREEMENT +

The Novice
Driver’s Road
Map®, produced
by the Network
of Employers
for Traffic
Safety (NETS), is designed
to provide the key to a novice
driver’s education—practice.
The experienced driver or adult
coach guides the novice driver and
helps them learn to drive in a safe
environment. We recommend that
the adult coach read the booklet,
The Coach’s Game Book™ (see headings
above), before the first practice
session. This booklet is packed with
information on how to be a successful
driving coach and includes tips on
avoiding risky driving behaviors and
what to expect from your novice driver.
The Road Map and Game Book have
been extensively reviewed by a panel
of highway safety and driver education
experts as well as field tested with
parents of novice drivers to ensure
that the material is accurate, easy to
use and effective.

How to Use This Booklet
• The booklet contains a series of eight drives or practice sessions that
increase in complexity from Drive #1 to Drive #8.
• Each drive contains a list of suggested skills to practice. Next to each
skill are boxes for the adult to check off after the novice driver has
successfully completed the task at least three times. The information
on the right-hand page of each drive indicates the proper way to
complete the skill.
• On average, plan to spend about 45 minutes to one hour each time
you head out for a guided practice session. Your novice driver should
successfully complete each of the eight drive sessions three times
before moving on to the next one. Plan on three to five hours of
accumulated practice for each of the eight drives. Move from drive
to drive only when you feel confident that your novice driver has
mastered all of the necessary skills in the drive you are practicing. At
the completion of the booklet, you should have logged 24 to 40 hours
of supervised practice.
• As your novice driver gains experience, give him or her a chance to
practice with you on routine errands, to and from school or work and
on family outings.
• Note the date and amount of time spent on each drive in the log
provided at the back of the booklet.
• In the NOTES section, keep track of accomplishments and areas for
improvement.
• Before your teen graduates to driving without supervision, complete
the parent-teen agreement together to set clear rules.

Pre-Trip Inspection and Preparation
Before take-off in an airplane, the pilot and co-pilot go through a pre-flight checklist to make sure
everything is in good working order. Conduct a similar activity every time you go out for a guided practice
session with your novice driver.
• Check the driveway or street for obstacles, children and
other pedestrians.
• Inspect the headlights, tail lights, windows and windshield, and make sure they are clean.

• Check under the vehicle for fluid leaks.
• Check windows. Clean and defrost them if necessary.
• Check for packages or other objects that could pose a hazard in the event of a quick stop. Discuss
alternatives for safely securing all loose cargo.
• Adjust seat, steering wheel and head restraint, along with inside and outside mirrors per
instructions below.
• Fasten seat belt and make sure all passengers do likewise.
• Make sure all doors are locked.
• Adjust air vents, windows and/or temperature controls.
• Silence and stow all mobile communication devices.
• After starting the engine, check for warning lights on the dashboard.

Proper Mirror Adjustment
Driver-side mirror
• From the driver’s seat, lean your head toward the driver-side window until it just touches the glass.
Adjust the mirror until you see just beyond the side of your car.
• You should not see the side of your car, but rather the space that would be the traffic lane to the left of
the vehicle.

Passenger-side mirror
• Lean as far over to the center of the car as you can. Adjust the passenger-side mirror until you see just
beyond the side of your car.
• Again, you should not the see side of your car, but rather the space that would be the traffic lane to the
right of the vehicle.

Rear-view mirror
• Adjust so you can see behind you.

Pre-Drive Inspection and Preparation

• Make sure the tires are inflated and note which way the wheels are turned.
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The Empty Parking Lot
Practice Skills
• Starting
• Braking
• Parking
• Backing Up

Empty Parking Lot Checklist

		 			

Perform a pre-trip inspection.

			
		

Review location, function and operation of all vehicle controls: emergency brake,
hood release, wipers, mirrors, headlights, temperature controls, hazard flashers, gear
shift, etc.

			

Position hands on steering wheel at 3 o’clock and 9 o’clock.

			

Practice moving forward and backward.

			

Accelerate to 10 to 15 mph and stop to determine braking skills.
Practice smooth braking.

			

Practice right and left turns.

			

Practice coordinating steering wheel and turn signal.

			

Practice parking, including pulling into and backing out of a space.

			
		

Practice parallel parking. If a curb is not available, consider bringing along lawn chairs
and/or orange cones to use as guides. As this can be a particularly stressful skill for new
drivers to master, you may wish to devote an entire outing to it.

			

To get a feel for bringing the vehicle to a stop, pick a spot—such as a line or crack in the
pavement—and stop within two feet of that spot. Practice at various speeds.

Note: Vehicles equipped with manual transmissions will require additional time for
learning to shift and operate the clutch.

		

Starting
• Be sure the way is clear.
• Check mirrors and over the shoulder for traffic.
• Signal, if necessary.
• Move foot from brake to accelerator and press gently.
• Except when turning, keep hands in the 3 o’clock and 9 o’clock positions.

Braking
• Braking the car should be a smooth maneuver and not a jerky motion. Avoid slamming on the
brakes unless there is an emergency.
• Always brake with your right foot.
Note: Make sure your novice driver stops correctly for a car with ABS brakes (apply 			
constant pressure).

Parking
Pulling Into A Parking Space
• If possible, look for a pull-through parking space that allows an exit by going forward rather
than backing up.
• Signal and pull up until you can see into the space.
• Continue moving forward until the front of the car almost touches the curb, is close to the wall,
or is even with other cars in the row.

Backing Out Of A Parking Space
• Back out slowly to make sure other vehicles or pedestrians see the vehicle. Oncoming traffic
has the right of way.
• Turn the wheels only after the car clears other cars or obstacles.
Note: Novice drivers will often forget which way the wheels are turned when pulling out of 		
a parking space.

Backing Up
• Check all directions (front, back and both sides) to make sure the way is clear.
• Do not rely on the rear-view mirror or backup camera if you have one. Always turn and look directly
directly behind while backing up.
• Yield the right-of-way to pedestrians, cyclists and approaching traffic.

Drive 1 The Empty Parking Lot

Note: Novice drivers will often grip the steering wheel too tightly which makes it difficult to
correctly steer the vehicle.
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Residential Rural Area

Practice Skills
• Intersections
• Communication
• Turns

Residential/Rural Area Checklist
			

Perform a pre-trip inspection.

			
		

Plan a route in advance, preferably the neighborhood in which your novice driver lives 		
where speed limits are 25 to 35 miles per hour.

			

Practice observation and scanning skills by having your novice driver let you know 		
when he/she sees the following:

		

• An upcoming intersection.

		

• Potential hazards such as parked cars getting ready to enter traffic, pedestrians, 		
children playing near the street, pets in a yard.

			

			

Notes

Practice communication by making sure your novice driver uses the turn signal and 		
properly uses the brakes.
Practice turns and entering uncontrolled intersections (those with no traffic signals or
signs, and no stop or yield signs).

Intersections
Controlled Intersections (Traffic Light)
•

Slow down before you reach the intersection. Check for pedestrians, cyclists and other
motorists. Watch oncoming traffic for any cars making a left turn. Pause and look left-right-left
after the light turns green before moving forward.

Uncontrolled Intersections (No Traffic Light)
• Slow down when approaching an uncontrolled intersection. Look left-right-left for approaching cars
on side streets. If there is a car already at the intersection, yield the right of way. If the road is clear,
cross the intersection.
• Monitor the environment between intersections to watch for pedestrians, especially children, who
may dart out or attempt to cross in-between intersections.

Communication
Turn Signal
• Turn signals tell other drivers that the vehicle intends to turn or move into another lane. They should
always be used before the driver puts on the brakes to let other drivers know that the vehicle will be
slowing down.

Brake Lights
• Brake lights indicate that the vehicle is slowing down. Your novice driver should avoid slamming on
the brakes (if possible) and give other drivers plenty of warning.

Horn
• Car horns should only be used in rare circumstances when it is clear that other drivers do not see
the vehicle. A tap on the horn indicates a friendly reminder. Laying on the horn indicates anger and
may result in a hostile reaction. In an emergency, press the horn firmly.

Turns
Right Turns
• Make sure the vehicle is in the correct lane to make the turn. Slow down and put the right turn
signal on before applying the brakes. Check left-right-left before making the turn. Except in unusual
circumstances, end the turn in the right lane.

Left Turns
• Make sure the car is in the correct lane. If there is no left turn light, proceed cautiously into the
intersection and wait until traffic permits forward movement. Never turn the wheel until ready to
make the left turn. End the turn in the left lane.

Drive 2 Residential/Rural Area

Note: Novice drivers will often drive too fast through intersections
and may not look left-right-left before moving forward on a green light.
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City/Business District

Practice Skills
• Following Distances
• Observation
• Intersections
• Communication
• Turns

City/Business District Checklist
			

Perform a pre-trip inspection.

			

Plan a route in advance where speed limits are 30 to 45 miles per hour.

			

Practice observation by having your novice driver tell you when he/she sees any
of the following:
• An upcoming traffic light or stop sign;
• Cars entering the highway from business or shopping areas;
• Pedestrians who could cross the street.
Also check his/her awareness by asking for the following information:
• The amount of gas in the car without looking at the dash;
• The current speed limit and the speed he/she is traveling without looking
at the speedometer;
• Color of the car behind you without looking at the mirror.

		

Practice communication by making sure your novice driver properly uses the turn signal
and brakes.

		

Practice entering uncontrolled and controlled intersections.

		

Practice turns including turns from defined turn lanes and left turns at signals without a
dedicated left-turn arrow.

		

Practice a four-second following distance.
• Pick a checkpoint ahead such as a road sign.
• Watch the car ahead to see when the rear of the vehicle passes the checkpoint.
• Count the number of seconds (one thousand one, one thousand two) it takes the
front of your vehicle to reach the checkpoint.

Notes

Following Distances
• For safety, use a four-second following distance rule. A four-second following distance allows
more time for scanning and reacting to the movements of other drivers.
• In rain, double the following distance. On snow or ice, the following distance should be three
times as much.

Observation
• Keep eyes focused far enough down the road to anticipate and react to changing traffic
conditions. Don’t stare directly over the end of the hood.

• Get the big picture. Know what’s ahead, beside and behind the vehicle at all times.
• Make sure other drivers see you before performing a maneuver.
Note: Watch for the common observation mistakes novice drivers will make including
the following:
• Proceeding through an intersection without checking to be sure that other motorists are
obeying traffic controls.
• Ignoring clues from other cars such as brake lights.
• Drifting in the lane because they are not focusing their vision far enough down the road.
• Not avoiding or anticipating mistakes and bad driving of others.
• Incorrectly judging the time and distance needed to complete a maneuver.

Intersections
See Drive Two

Communication
See Drive Two

Turns
See Drive Two

Drive 3 City/Business District

• Scan, don’t stare; shift the eyes every few seconds and check mirrors frequently.
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Shopping Center
Parking Lot
Practice Skills
• Parking
• Backing Up
• Communication
• Intersections
• Turns
• Observation

Shopping Center Parking Lot Checklist
Because your novice driver is likely to go to places where many cars are parked, such as movie theaters
and shopping centers, it is a good idea to practice in these areas when there are a lot of cars and people
present. Parking lots are one of the most common places for crashes; although typically low-impact, they
can be costly.
			
			

Select a moderately busy shopping center.

			

Practice parking and paying attention to the actions of others including cars and 			
pedestrians. Watch for pedestrians who may be distracted and practice anticipating their
actions if eye contact cannot be made.

		

Notes

Perform a pre-trip inspection.

			

Practice showing your novice driver how to anticipate the actions of other drivers, i.e., 		
eye contact with the other driver, the other driver’s body language including movement 		
of the steering wheel, the position of the other vehicle, etc.

			

Practice communication to make sure your novice driver uses the same rules of the
road in a parking lot as on the highway.

		

Practice checking blind spots to make sure the way is clear to pull out of a
parking space.

Parking
• See Drive One
• If possible, look for a parking space that allows an exit by going forward rather than
backing up.

Backing Up
• See Drive One
• Do not rely on the rearview mirror. Always turn and look directly behind while backing up.

• See Drive Two
• Turn signals tell other drivers and pedestrians that the vehicle intends to turn, or move into
another lane or into a parking space. They should always be used before the driver puts on
the brakes to let other drivers know the vehicle will be slowing down.

Intersections
• See Drive Two
• Slow down when approaching an uncontrolled intersection. Look left-right-left for
approaching cars.

Turns
• See Drive Two
• Proceed cautiously into the intersection and wait until traffic permits forward movement.
Never turn the wheel until ready to make the turn.

Observation
• See Drive Three
• Get the big picture. Know what’s ahead, beside and behind the vehicle at all times.

Drive 4 Shopping Center Parking Lot

Communication
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Major Highway

Practice Skills
• Blind Spots
• Lane Changing
• Sharing the Road
• Communication
• Observation
• Following Distances

Major Highway Checklist
			
			
		

Plan a route in advance. If the practice session will focus on driving through work zones,
check the website for your state’s Department of Transportation for current projects.

			

Practice stopping and moving forward at controlled intersections.

			

Practice communication skills with other cars on the highway and those entering from
side streets.

			

Make sure your novice driver uses the four-second following distance rule.

			

Be aware of driving in the blind spots of other vehicles, particularly large trucks or
buses. Have your novice driver speed up or slow down to get out of that area.

			

Practice observation skills by having your novice driver let you know when he/she sees
the following:

		

• An upcoming curve where it is not possible to see traffic conditions ahead.

		

• Potential hazards such as traffic slowing down unexpectedly and traffic entering from
side streets.

			
			

Notes

Perform a pre-trip inspection.

Practice changing lanes and ensure your novice driver moves over for disabled vehicles
on the side or those that have been pulled over by law enforcement.
Practice driving through a work zone; slow down, increase following distance and be
prepared for lanes to shift.

Blind Spots
• Park the car and with the teen in the driver’s seat, walk around the car and ask the teen
to tell you when he/she cannot see you in the side and rear-view mirrors.
• Glance behind to the left and right to determine if there is a vehicle in the “blind spot.” Watch
to be sure your teen glances over his or her shoulder rather than turning the entire upper body.
• Remind your novice driver that it is not a good idea to drive in the blind spot of another vehicle
for any length of time.

Lane Changing
• Maintain a safe following distance.
• Check traffic conditions ahead, behind and to the sides.

• Check blind spots in the direction of the lane change.
• Adjust speed as necessary and steer into the lane. Turn off signal.
Note: New drivers often slow down when changing lanes. Make sure they maintain a safe,
constant speed.

Sharing the Road
• Following a truck too closely greatly increases the chances of a rear-end collision because the
truck driver cannot see the passenger vehicle and the passenger vehicle cannot see what is
happening ahead on the road.
• It is dangerous to drive in a truck’s “no-zone” or blind spot. A good rule of thumb is if you can’t
see truck drivers in their mirrors, they can’t see you.
• When following a truck, observe its turn signals before trying to pass. If it appears to be starting
a left turn, wait a minute to check which way the driver is signaling before passing on the right.
• Slightly accelerate and maintain a consistent speed when passing a truck and be sure the
entire cab of the truck can be seen in the rear-view mirror before signaling and pulling in front
of it.
• Never cross behind a truck that is preparing to back up or is in the process of backing up. Most
trailers are eight-and-a-half feet wide and a car can be completely hidden, preventing the driver
from seeing the vehicle.

Communication
See Drive Two

Observation
See Drive Three

Following Distances
See Drive Three

Drive 5 Major Highway

• Signal and select a safe gap in traffic.
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Freeway/Interstate

Practice Skills
• Merging
• Passing
• Following Distances
• Blind Spots
• Sharing the Road

Freeway/Interstate Checklist
Perform a pre-trip inspection.
Plan a route in advance.

Notes

			

Review the various types of freeway signs. For instance, most novice drivers do not 		
know an arrow pointing toward the sky indicates the road is running straight ahead.

			

Practice merging onto the freeway, making sure your novice driver checks blind spots 		
and chooses a safe gap in traffic.

			

Practice scanning skills and moving over in preparation for vehicles merging
onto the freeway.

			

Make sure your novice driver observes a four-second following distance rule.

			

Be aware of driving in the blind spots of other vehicles, particularly large trucks or
buses. Have your novice driver speed up or slow down to get out of that area.

			

Practice passing large trucks.

			

When exiting the freeway or interstate, novice drivers should slow down on the off ramp 		
and watch their speed once they exit into residential or business areas.

Merging
• Select the proper gap in traffic.
• Match your speed in the acceleration lane to the speed of moving traffic.
• Use the directional signal to indicate the car will be merging into traffic.
• Check the outside mirror and blind spot before entering traffic.
• Never cross the solid, painted lines that divide the acceleration lane from the freeway
or interstate.

Passing
• Maintain a safe following distance.

• Use your turn signal.
• Check rear and side mirrors and blind spots.
• Move your car into the passing lane, and maintain a constant speed.
• If necessary, speed up only to pass the other vehicle.
• Signal to the other vehicle that you will be moving back into the original lane.
• Check rear and side mirrors and blind spots and move the vehicle into the lane while
maintaining speed.

Following Distances
See Drive Three

Blind Spots
See Drive Five

Lane Changing
See Drive Five

Sharing The Road
See Drive Five

Drive 6 Freeway/Interstate

• Check traffic conditions ahead, behind and to the sides.
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Night Driving

Practice Skills
• Observation

Night Driving Checklist
Night driving is not like daytime driving, and it is important to let your novice driver experience how
different things look at night. Following are some tips to help make driving at night safer.

Notes

			

Perform a pre-trip inspection, paying special attention to the cleanliness of headlights 		
and windows.

			

Before heading out, practice operating the lighting controls (high beams, low beams, 		
hazard lights, fog lamps, etc.)

			

Remind your novice driver to avoid looking directly at approaching headlights.

			

Adjust the rear-view mirror to the night driving position to reduce headlight glare from 		
cars behind the vehicle.

			

Have your novice driver practice using high beams safely, shifting to low beams when 		
approaching other vehicles from behind or oncoming traffic.

			

If lights don’t come on automatically, remind your novice driver to turn on his/her 		
headlights at twilight.

			

Practice night driving on a variety of roads, including rural highways, well-lit city streets, 		
and freeways or interstates.

			

Practice scanning the road ahead with additional alertness for deer or other animals that
are typically more active at twilight and nighttime.

Inclement Weather
Inclement Weather Checklist
If your novice driver completes his or her training in another season, be sure to revisit this section to help
properly cope with winter driving before driving solo on snow or ice.

Snow and Ice
Clear the entire vehicle of snow and ice, check the windshield cleaner fluid level and
refill if necessary.

			

Decrease speed and increase following distances.

			

Whenever the windshield wipers are in use, the headlights also should be on.

			

In a skid, keep both hands on the wheel and ease off the accelerator. Quickly steer
in the direction you want the car to go but always be ready for the possibility of a 		
second skid. If you must brake, in cars with ABS, press the pedal firmly and hold
it down. Without ABS, if the wheels lock up, ease off the brake and gently
re-apply pressure.

		
			

If the car gets stuck, do not spin the wheels. Place sand, kitty litter or a car mat 		
under the wheels.

			

Instruct your novice driver to be extra cautious in the first few minutes of a rain 		
storm as rain mixes with oil making the road surface particularly slippery. If wipers
are on, lights should also be on.

			

Reduce speed and increase the following distance, particularly behind large trucks
since their spray can reduce visibility.

			

Be aware of hydroplaning, when the wheels of the car lose traction and ride on the
top of the water. Remove your foot from the gas and do not apply the brakes.

Drive 7 Night Driving

			

Rain

			

Decrease speed and increase following distances.

			

Keep your low beams on and do not use high beams since the fog reflects the light.

			

If possible, never pull off to the side of the road since other cars might not see
your vehicle.

Drive 8 Inclement Weather
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Parent –Teen Agreement
This agreement ensures safe driving practices at all times. You should use your state
GDL law as the minimum standard regarding curfew, passengers and use of mobile
devices. This contract can be modified as the new driver gains more driving experience.
Both parties must agree upon all modifications. A print version is available from NETS at
www.trafficsafety.org

For the Parent and Teen Driver
FF We agree to wear our seat belts at all times and require all passengers to wear their
seat belts.
FF We agree to always drive alert and focused. Specifically, we will silence and stow
mobile devices and allow voicemail to handle incoming calls while driving. In addition,
we will pull over to a safe location to make and return any necessary calls or text
messages.

For the Teen Driver
FF I agree to always ask permission before using the vehicle. I will provide all details
regarding my destination, and time of return.
FF I will restrict passengers to _______ and provide the name(s.)
FF On weekdays, I agree to have the car home by _______. If I am more than _______
minutes late I will pull over to a safe location and call you.
FF On weekends, I agree to have the car home by _______ . If I am more than _______
minutes late I will pull over to a safe location and call you.
FF I understand that it is illegal to drink under the age of 21. I agree that I will never drive
impaired or ride with anyone who is impaired.
FF If I or the person I planned to ride with is impaired, I will find another ride home, or I
will call you. You will ask no questions at the time. The next day, we will discuss the
situation calmly and rationally.
FF I agree to be responsible for the following items:

Cost of fuel
Specifically, I will ____________________________________________________

Cost of vehicle
Specifically, I will ____________________________________________________

Cost of insurance
Specifically, I will ____________________________________________________

Cost of fines and penalties attributed to my driving
Specifically, I will_____________________________________________________

Washing/waxing the vehicle
Specifically, I will ____________________________________________________

Keep interior clean
Specifically, I will ____________________________________________________

Cost of maintaining the vehicle
Specifically, I will ____________________________________________________
Other ______________________________________________________________
FF Should I not be able to meet the above responsibilities, I will notify you as soon as
possible.
FF I will lose my driving privileges if:
I fail to comply with family rules and the above responsibilities. My driving privileges
will be suspended for _______ days. For the following more severe offenses, the
penalty will be as indicated:
Driving while impaired _________________________________________
Texting while driving ___________________________________________
My attendance and conduct at school or my grades decline. My driving privileges will
be suspended for _______ days.

For the Parent
FF I agree to serve as a role model for my teen driver and practice safe driving at all
times.
FF I agree to be fair, flexible, and consistent if my teen breaks any of the above rules.
FF I agree to listen to my teen.

Parent Signature

BACK

Teen Signature
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The Coach’s
Game Book™
tips for practice drives
with a novice driver
Selecting a Driving School
Choosing a Driving Coach
Knowing the Game Rules
Guidance for Strategic Coaching
Conditioning Your Player
Preparing for Coaching Challenges
Protecting Your Player
Game Day and Team Building

#1 SELECTING A DRIVING SCHOOL
It is critical for the novice driver to receive good instruction on basic driving skills. Since many public school
systems no longer offer driver training, it may be necessary to find a commercial driving school.

To find a good school:
•
•
•
•

Check with your state Department of Motor Vehicles for a list of approved schools;
Ask others for recommendations;
Check with the Better Business Bureau to see if complaints have been filed against the school;
Visit prospective schools with your teen and together evaluate their operations, instructors,
vehicles and other equipment.

Choose a school that fits the following criteria:
•
•
•
•
•

Proper instructional materials-- textbooks and training videos should be current;
Safe instructional vehicles that are well-maintained;
Instructors with proper licensing and qualifications;
Adequate classroom space; and
Meets your standards and your teen’s standards.

The driver-training program should incorporate:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Both classroom and in-car instruction.
Classroom lessons coordinated to work in tandem with in-car sessions following a logical
sequence from basic vehicle-control principles to more difficult drives.
In-car lessons that follow pre-planned routes chosen for specific instructional content. Driving
environments should include residential streets, city traffic, rural roads, highways, and work zones.
At least 45 hours of classroom instruction and 10 hours of behind-the-wheel instruction over 8-10
weeks.
In-car sessions limited to two students per car. Some states mandate single-student in-car
lessons.
An evaluation to record the student’s progress.

CLOSE

X

#2 CHOOSING A DRIVING COACH
The best person to coach the teen driver following the completion of a driver training course is an
experienced driver that the novice driver knows and trusts. The adult coach can be a parent, an older
sibling, aunt, uncle, friend or neighbor. The driving coach is not expected to be a driving instructor. Instead,
the coach guides the novice driver, helping him/her to practice driving in a safe environment.
Teens also need continued monitoring after they have obtained their license. NETS recommends that
parents or adult coaches follow the best practice of world-class fleet safety managers by conducting
periodic “ride-alongs” to continue to evaluate your new driver’s skills and attitude toward driving even after
licensure is obtained.
CLOSE

X

#3 KNOWING THE GAME RULES
The Facts:
•
•

Traffic crashes are the single most common cause of death among teens in the United States.
The risk of being involved in a traffic crash is highest at age 16. The crash rate per mile driven is
almost three times as high among 16 year olds as among 18 to 19 year olds.

Graduated Driver Licensing Laws:

In response to the high crash rate for young drivers, many states have adopted graduated driver
licensing (GDL) systems. GDL systems allow novice drivers to gain initial driving experience under
low-risk conditions, with strong parental involvement and supervision. Under GDL, the length of time
between issuance of a learner’s permit and full licensure is extended, allowing the novice driver to
gradually gain the skills and experience needed to cope with higher-risk driving situations. GDL laws
vary by state, but most require a minimum of 30 practice hours with parental supervision. Many state
laws also place limits on the number of teen passengers and on late night driving. To learn more
about GDL laws in your state, visit: http://www.ghsa.org/html/stateinfo/laws/license_laws.html

Guidance on Setting Rules for Your New Driver:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Require the driver and all passengers to wear seat belts. Two-thirds of teens killed in traffic
crashes are not buckled. When used properly, lap/shoulder belts reduce the risk of fatal injury by
45 percent and the risk of moderate to critical injury by 50 percent.
Clearly prohibit the use of cell phones and other mobile communications devices while driving.
Most states ban the use of all cell phones (hand held and hands-free) for novice drivers.
If the GDL law in your state does not already require a night driving curfew, you should set one.
Nearly half of teen crash fatalities occur between 9 p.m. and 6 a.m. and more than half of fatal
teen crashes occur on weekend nights. Teens should not be permitted to drive at night until
they’ve had sufficient guided practice time with an adult coach at night.
Limit passengers in the vehicle. Friends can be a distraction and can cause the novice driver to
take unnecessary risks.
Adopt a zero tolerance policy for alcohol and drugs. The legal drinking age in all 50 states is 21.
Be sure to complete and be willing to enforce the parent-teen driving contract located at the back
of the Novice Driver’s Road Map®.
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#4 GUIDANCE FOR STRATEGIC COACHING
Be a Good Role Model

Teens develop driving habits based on their parents’ or other adults’ example, whether good or bad. It’s
important that adult coaches be good role models-- particularly when it comes to the use of mobile devices
while driving-- and practice safe driving habits.

Take the Task Seriously
•
•
•
•
•
•

Schedule the time and location of the practice session just as you would any other important
meeting or activity;
Make sure the vehicle that the novice driver will be using is safe and properly maintained;
Avoid talking on a cell phone, texting, browsing e-mail, reading a book, or any other activity that
suggests you are not fully involved in the guided-practice session;
Avoid talking to the novice driver about matters unrelated to driving;
Stay calm and keep a sense of humor, but don’t laugh at silly mistakes the new driver will surely
make;
Keep track of smaller mistakes and bring them up after the practice driving session.

Develop a Game Plan
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plan the route beforehand and drive it yourself. Discuss the route with the novice driver.
Try to use the same vehicle in each session.
Follow the eight suggested practice drives outlined in The Novice Driver’s Road Map®.
Start with sessions of 15 to 20 minutes and work up to an hour or more.
If the teen shows signs of fear or stress, quit for the day.
Give the novice driver two or three practice trials on a new maneuver and then allow him/her to do
it without your guidance.
Once the novice driver has more experience, maximize opportunities for driving. For instance,
have your teen drive when you are running errands or picking up siblings.

Communicate Clearly
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Listen—and listen some more. This is a joint effort between you and your teen.
Don’t critique while driving; small mistakes can wait to be mentioned. Pull over and park, every 10
to 20 minutes, to review performance.
If a mistake is made that is dangerous or critical, pull over as soon as possible to talk about what
went wrong.
Speak clearly and distinctly in a calm voice. Avoid shouting or gasping.
Don’t give the beginner too much instruction at once. Take it one step at a time.
Use the best terms. Say RIGHT for the direction and CORRECT when something is done
correctly. Identify other vehicles by COLOR, not make and model.
Check surrounding traffic before giving directions and give them in the order in which you want the
teen to perform them. For instance, say, “At the next light, turn right.”
Praise the novice driver when he/she does something correctly or shows improvement from one
driving session to the next.
Have the novice driver evaluate his/her performance at the end of each session.

Common Complaints from Teen Drivers about Adult Coaches
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Not making practice time a priority by putting it off or not practicing at all;
Allowing other passengers in the car during practice driving sessions;
Providing no feedback, so the teen doesn’t know if he/she is doing well;
Conducting practice driving sessions in places where their friends will see them;
Failing to listen to the teen driver;
Mocking or making jokes out of the teen driver’s mistakes;
Raising your voice or tensing up when the teen driver attempts a maneuver or makes a mistake.
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#5 CONDITIONING YOUR PLAYER
Help your new driver learn the importance of being at his or her mental best every time he or she is
behind the wheel and to develop safe habits.

Distractions
•
•

Silence and stow all mobile devices.
Keep car stereos at a moderate volume. Program favorite radio stations, set up iPods or mP3
players or load CDs ahead of time once your teen is ready to drive with music.

Drowsy Driving

School, homework, sports, clubs, and after school jobs are all in a day’s work for today’s teens, and
as a result they often do not get enough sleep. Drivers under the age of 25 are especially vulnerable
to drowsy driving and account for more than one-half of all fall-asleep crashes.
•
•
•

Discuss the dangers of driving drowsy, especially around high activity times, such as during
exams, athletic competitions, prom and graduation activities.
Be sure that your teen is well rested and focused before he/she gets behind the wheel.
Be a good role model. Let your teen know that practicing good sleep habits is a priority for you.
Suggest a “power nap” before a long practice driving session.

Underage Drinking
•

•
•
•

Driving a car while impaired is deadly regardless of age. Each year, about one-quarter of the 15
to 20-year-old drivers who are killed in crashes are drunk. Riding with impaired drivers is also life
threatening and no one should get in a car with a driver who is impaired. Talk about the dangers of
drinking and driving with your young driver and establish rules.
Reinforce that the legal drinking age in all 50 states is 21 and that underage possession and
consumption of alcohol is illegal.
Adopt a zero tolerance policy when it comes to your teen drinking and driving.
Be available to pick up your teen with no questions asked at the time, if he/she has been drinking
or if his/her driver has been drinking.
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#6 PREPARING FOR COACHING CHALLENGES
As the coach, it is important to be patient, expect mistakes and use them as tools for teaching good driving
skills. When the novice driver makes a mistake, be prepared to provide guidance and point out what to do
differently. Remember, don’t harshly critique the novice driver while he/she is driving.

Common unsafe driving practices associated with new drivers

• Lack of scanning to detect and respond to hazards
• Not accurately judging the distance from other objects
• Driving too close to parked cars or other obstacles on their right
• Tendency to drift toward oncoming cars
• Gripping the steering wheel too tightly, making it difficult to steer
• Turning entire upper body to check a blind spot, rather than just glancing over their shoulder
• Driving too fast approaching intersections, on curves, or for current weather and road conditions
• Inability to recognize or react to unsafe driving by others
• Slowing down when changing lanes, or when merging into traffic
• Forgetting which way the wheels are turned when pulling out of a parking space
• Failing to look both ways before moving forward on a green light
Once the novice driver has had some real-time driving experience, he/she may feel overconfident.
The coach needs to continue reinforcing safe driving practices throughout the guided sessions.
Remember, your coaching duties don’t end once the new driver officially becomes licensed. The
coach should continue to periodically supervise their teen’s driving at every opportunity.
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#7 PROTECTING YOUR PLAYER
New drivers should practice in the same vehicle. Teens should be encouraged to read the owner’s
manual of the vehicles that they will be driving to become familiar with the vehicle and its safe
operation. Once they gain experience, provide guided driving time as they learn to operate other
vehicles in the household.

Put Safety First

Select the safest vehicle for the novice driver to use. Parents should consider the vehicle’s crash
ratings and other consumer reports before allowing their teen to get behind the wheel. To check the
vehicle’s crash rating, visit: www.safercar.gov and www.iihs.org.
Besides the size and age of the vehicle, consider safety features that help to avoid or to survive a
crash. Review their importance and functions with the new driver.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Properly used, lap and shoulder belts save lives. They hold the occupant in the safest position
in the event of a crash and reduce potential collisions with the steering wheel, dashboard, or
windshield.
Airbags also save lives, when used with seat belts. Front airbags are required in all vehicles sold
in the U.S. Newer systems feature sensors to determine inflation level.
Side impact and rollover crashes are particularly deadly for occupants. Side airbags and curtains
can reduce serious injuries in these crashes.
Stability control and antilock brake systems (ABS) are features that help drivers retain control of
their vehicles during emergency maneuvers.
Daytime running lights increase the visibility of vehicles to other motorists and pedestrians.
Head restraints, when properly adjusted, can reduce the probability of a neck injury or whiplash.

In addition, a well-maintained vehicle can make the difference between a crash and a near miss.
Periodic checkups ensure that vehicles are operating at optimum safety in the event of a crash.
Brake systems, tires and unchecked vehicle fluids are cited most frequently as the cause of disabled
vehicles. Tires must be properly inflated (including the spare tire) and inspected regularly for uneven
wear, indicating the need for wheel alignment.
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#8 GAME DAY AND TEAM BUILDING
Now that you know what to expect and have information on how to be a good coach, it is time to take that
next step... Actually drive with the novice driver.
Novice drivers require many hours of supervised driving time. Do not proceed to the next practice drive
until you are confident the novice driver has mastered the skills outlined in the current drive. The drives
increase in complexity, so it is a good idea to go back periodically and review the more basic skills.
Completing the practice sessions in the Novice Driver’s Road Map® should log approximately 24-40 hours
of supervised practice. Use the lessons to build a solid foundation of key safe driving skills and continue to
supervise your teen’s driving. As your novice driver gains experience, give them a chance to practice their
skills with you on routine errands, to and from school or work and on family outings. Most importantly, if
your practice sessions occur during the summer months, be sure to practice with your teen before letting
him/her drive in ice and snow or in other new risky driving situations.
Remember to take time to continue to ride with your novice driver from time to time to make sure skills
remain up to speed even after he or she has obtained their license. Be confident that you are doing your
part to develop a focused, safe, competent new driver.
Good luck and enjoy the experience!
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